REPORT
by Lubin Argjir, City Leader von Vlora, Albania
Dear brothers and sisters from Austria - Greetings from Vlora city!
In this report we would like to share some of the latest activities which took place
in our center.
Part of the latest program on European level “matching between the
communities” the Albanian centers and European communities. We felt very
lucky that an Austrian family could visit our center (a father with his three children
and his daughter in law). Their stay in our center lasted for about 10 days. The
Sunday serivce word was given by Mr. Wolfgang Czerny, where he could share his
life testimony on his life of faith and the absolute attendance toward True Parents.

During the week the family intensively did witnessing, where each of them in their
unique way wanted to contribute In our center but in the same time gain some
witnessing experiences from our nation. It was a very special emotion seeing their

guests visiting the center, as a result in our weakly schedule we decided to organize
a one day workshop by doing so we could invite their guest to attend the
workshop. On the workshop participate 30 participants out of which 15 where new
guest.
This young guest where the focus of this workshop which started attending the
center regularly. Having this new guest we decided to focus in the first chapter of
the divine principle “the principle of creation” so we could gather them all and
give this lectures. At the beginning of the workshop it could be noticed a high
atmosphere, even though the guests where witnessed just recently they could
naturally relate to our staff.

“You are the fruit of history the center of this age and an ancestor of the future”.
Sun Myung Moon
Being inspired from this workshop we took another decision, organizing an open
Sunday service, by doing so we could make possible to invite the new guest to the
service.
On 15,04,2017 we did the open Sunday service where 30 people could attend.
We again asked Mr. Wolfgang to give the service word here after some prayers he
decided to focus his sermon word on his personal spiritual experiences with the

spirit world. He titled the sermon “Let our light shine” he emphasize that we
should be careful what we listen to, what we see and what we say determines if
our sprit shine or not.

Very interesting the fact that after the service the members and the guest where
willing to have a personal talk with Mr. Wolfgang.
We feel really grateful for the love, care and the wisdom we could gain from this
family.

I would like to share some of the member’s reflections:
Siva: it is really a great fortune meeting such family and a person who had a
personal experiences with true parents. When you see that wonderful family you
can feel that Gods love is always present there and each one of us must work to
have a heart filled with love compassion and sincerity.
Zenjel: I could see how a family looks like in the Cheon Il Gook nation.
Endrit: I could realize the value of a blessed family and the greatness that such
family has and I could get an inspiration from a person that could live with True
Parents.
Mariola: this week the atmosphere in the center was special because we could
experience having in our center one of the most amazing family that I have seen in
my life, seeing the resemblance of God’s love. I was very impressed by their way
of communication they had with each other but also with us and with every guest.

